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July, 2017 

You’re invited to a birthday party like no other! 
Performing Lines presents: 

HELLO, GOODBYE & HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
Winner – Two Green Room Award |Nominated – Six Green Room Awards Shortlisted – 2016 NSW Premiere’s Literary Award  

 
Audiences in the Riverland will get to experience two very different perspectives on life with the multi-award 
winning hit Hello, Goodbye & Happy Birthday - a performance/birthday party like none other. 
 
Hello, Goodbye & Happy Birthday celebrates two milestone birthdays – eighteen and eighty – both major 
transition points of life. One represents untold potential; the other, the accumulation of a lifetime of experiences. 
Scripted from intimate real-life conversation with people either side of these milestones, Hello, Goodbye & 
Happy Birthday is the powerful new work from Roslyn Oades and collaborators. 
 
Playful and affecting in equal measure, this show sees Oades continue ‘headphone verbatim’ documentary 
theatre technique to create vivid performances. 
 
Hello, Goodbye & Happy Birthday was inspired by Oades attending an 80th birthday party and an 18th shortly 
after: “It occurred to me during the birthday speeches that the former felt eerily like a farewell party and the latter 
a ‘hello-world-here-I-come’ type event,” said Oades. 
 
“The juxtaposition of these two celebrations started me thinking about entrances and exits into adulthood.” 
 
The source material for Hello, Goodbye & Happy Birthday is the result of an extensive period of interviews with 
seniors over the age of 80, followed by a similar process with groups of 18 year olds. Immersed in the communal 
environments of aged-care facilities and high schools, Oades set out to explore the thresholds of teens into 
adulthood, as well as independent adults into aged-care dependency. She also crashed as many 19th, 80th, 90th 
and 100th birthday parties as possible. 
 
Over a two-year period, 80 people participated in long-form interviews for this project. In a process not dissimilar 
to that of a documentary filmmaker, Oades then drew from this enormous catalogue of recording to construct 
what she calls the show’s ‘audio-script’. 
 
“Rather than reciting memorised lines, the actors wear headphones and speak aloud my carefully edited audio 
interviews word-for-word (including every inflection, cough, stumble, breath and overlap), as they are played to 
them,” Oates said. 
 

The result is remarkable – actors play across ages, genders and ethnicities to create a snapshot of life 
complete with all the quirks, pauses and belly laughs that make humans so fascinating and unique. 
 
Paul Roberts, spokesperson for Country Arts SA’s principle corporate partner, SA Power Networks, said: “Much of 
the humour in this work arises from three older actors cast as teens and three younger ones cast as eighty-year-
olds. The audience will get to see the perspective of each age group through the eyes of the other, making for an 
eye-opening experience. Not just a show for those who are 18 or 80!” 

 
“One of the most charming shows of the year.” ABC Arts 
 
Chaffey Theatre, Renmark - 22nd August at 7:30pm, 23rd August at 1pm Tickets: www.countryarts.org.au 
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